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Welcome to Week 1....!    :)

This week, we will start on our journey of CIT105P: Foundations of Computing and Problem Solving. 

Each week, there are readings, Quizzes, and Homework Assignments.  
If you get pushed for time, remember that the Quizzes are most important.  

In the 1st week, look at the course website and documents, then do the following assignments.  

·	* Look over the Website & documents, 
·	* Attend Orientation, if possible, &/or play the Orientation video file. 
·	* Skim/read Chapter 1 in the textbook, Today's Tech; 
·	* Do Quiz 1. 
·	* Submit your Introductory Bio, 

In the first week, the first chapter covers a short history of computers.  

Learning Objectives for this Unit: 
·	To become oriented regarding the coursework & course expectations.  
·	To be familiar with the highlights of the history of computers.  (Quiz)
·	To be aware of how today's media technology historically evolved from earlier forms of computing hardware and software.  (Quiz)

If the material seems intimidating or technical, do not despair.  
Just skim or scan the pages to get a feel for the information layout.  
That may prove to be more useful to you in order to get through the material.  
The Quizzes are open-book, not timed, and you can save them.  
For safety's sake, please save after answering each question (even if you change an answer later).  When you are satisfied with your answers, do a Save & Submit. 

If you get pushed for time, remember that the Quizzes are primary.  Do them first.  You can retake the Quizzes, but every time you re-open a Quiz, you will get a different set of questions.  

Due-Dates & Turn-Around Time:  
Assignments are due on the Tuesday of the following week of their posting.  
Grading is done weekly, usually over the weekend.  
Student questions and emails are answered within 24-48 hours.  

Late Work Policy: 
If you fall behind, contact the instructor(s) ASAP.  Late work can be accepted once arrangements are made.  

If you have any questions, feel free to email me at EnglishN@umkc.edu, or attend one of the weekly lab sessions, Mondays at 1pm in SH 104, the PACE PC Lab, with Mike Strong, StrongM@umkc.edu.  

Again, welcome to the class, and enjoy the journey....!    :)

=================================================

Welcome to Week 2....!     :)

Last week, we became acquainted with the course materials, read up on today's technology, did Quiz 1, and submitted an Introductory Bio.  

This week, we expand the discussion of today's technology to include the spectrum of communicating online.  

·	* Skim/read Chapter 2 in the textbook, Online Communications; 
·	* Do Quiz 2. 
·	* Do the Internet assignment.  

Learning Objectives for this Unit: 
·	To learn the relationship of the Web to the Internet.  (Quiz) 
·	To learn how the Web contributed to online communications today. (Quiz)
·	To demonstrate proficiency in using a Web Browser & Search Engine.  

If you get pushed for time, remember that the Quizzes are most important.  

If you have any questions, feel free to email me at EnglishN@umkc.edu, or attend one of the weekly lab sessions, Mondays at 1pm in SH 104, the PACE PC Lab, with Mike Strong, StrongM@umkc.edu.  

Good luck...!   :)

=================================================

Welcome to Week 3....!      :)

Last week, we became acquainted with the course materials, read about communicating online, did Quiz 2, and submitted an Internet Assignment.  

This week, we will learn about the spectrum of computers and mobile devices.  

·	* Skim/read Chapter 3 in the textbook, Computers & Mobile Devices; 
·	* Do Quiz 3. 
·	* Do the Word Processing (WP) assignment.  

The Word Processing Assignment includes a variety of features for documents.  
You can also submit a Resume for Extra Credit.  

Learning Objectives for this Unit: 
·	To learn how computer technology has converged with phones & tablets, to create today's mobile devices.  (Quiz)
·	To learn about current uses of computers & mobile devices.  
·	To demonstrate proficiency in Word, including use of bullets, indents, columns, and creation of table-based forms.  

If you get pushed for time, remember that the Quizzes are most important.  

If you have any questions, feel free to email me at EnglishN@umkc.edu, or attend one of the weekly lab sessions, Mondays at 1pm in SH 104, the PACE PC Lab, with Mike Strong, StrongM@umkc.edu.  

Have a good week...!     :)

=================================================

Welcome to Week 4....!     :)

Last week, we became acquainted with the spectrum of computers and mobile devices, did Quiz 3, and submitted a Word Processing Assignment.  

This week, we will learn about computer programs and apps.  

·	* Skim/read Chapter 4 in the textbook, Computer Programs & Apps; 
·	* Do Quiz 4. 
·	* Do the Spreadsheet (SS) assignments.  

The first Spreadsheet assignment (SS1) is an amortization schedule.  
The 2nd Spreadsheet assignment (SS2) includes a Budget and an Investment schedule.  

Learning Objectives for this Unit: 
·	To learn about the different application programs available upon computers, by name and type.  (Quiz)
·	To learn basics of spreadsheet functions.  
·	To learn how to enter formulas into spreadsheets for common functions. 
·	To create spreadsheets with appropriate formulas for loan repayment, budgeting, and for tracking investments.  

If you get pushed for time, remember that the Quizzes are most important.  

If you have any questions, feel free to email me at EnglishN@umkc.edu, or attend one of the weekly lab sessions, Mondays at 1pm in SH 104, the PACE PC Lab, with Mike Strong, StrongM@umkc.edu.  

Have a good week...!     :)

=================================================

Welcome to Week 5....! :)

Last week, we became acquainted with computer programs and apps, did Quiz 4, and submitted the Spreadsheet Assignments.  

This week, we will learn more about computer security, ethics, and privacy.    

·	* Skim/read Chapter 5 in the textbook, Security/Ethics/Privacy; 
·	* Do Quiz 5. 
·	* Do the Power Point (PPt1) assignment (6 slides).  
·	* Think about what you might do for your Final Project.  
·	* (If you build on your PPt1 for your Final Project (PPt2), you will need 20 slides, to maximize your points.)  

The Power Point Assignment can be any topic (6 slides).  If you cannot think of anything, you can always use the default topic of computers.  

Learning Objectives for this Unit: 
·	To become familiar with computer technology used to insure security, and also to protect privacy, and the ethics of balancing the two functions against each other. (Quiz)
·	To learn the basics of presentation software.  
·	To create a small basic presentation, that includes a title slide. 

If you get pushed for time, remember that the Quizzes are most important.  

If you have any questions, feel free to email me at EnglishN@umkc.edu, or attend one of the weekly lab sessions, Mondays at 1pm in SH 104, the PACE PC Lab, with Mike Strong, StrongM@umkc.edu.  

Have a good week...! :)

=================================================

Welcome to Week 6....!   :)

Last week, we will learned about computer security, ethics, and privacy, did Quiz 5, and submitted the Power Point Assignment.  

This week, we will learn about computing components and how they work in computers.  We will also learn about how the input to a computer determines what the output will be.    

·	* Skim/read Chapter 6-7 in the textbook, Computer Components; 
·	* Do Quiz 6 & 7. 
·	* Do the Integration Assignment.  

The Integration Assignment pulls together several applications (Word Processing, Spreadsheet, Diagram/Drawing) in a single document. 

Learning Objectives for this Unit: 
·	To learn the different components and parts of a computer.  (Quiz) 
·	To use different types of software applications in conjunction with each other.  
·	To demonstrate the ability to synthesize and combine different computer applications into a single useful document.  

If you get pushed for time, remember that the Quizzes are most important.  

If you have any questions, feel free to email me at EnglishN@umkc.edu, or attend one of the weekly lab sessions, Mondays at 1pm in SH 104, the PACE PC Lab, with Mike Strong, StrongM@umkc.edu.  

Have a good week...!   :)
 
=================================================

Welcome to Week 7....!   :)

Last week, we became acquainted with computing components and how they work in computers, and computer input & output, did Quiz 6 & 7, and the Integration Assignment.  

This week, we will learn about computer storage and operating systems.  We will learn about operating systems and how they work in computers, as well as how computers store data.    

·	* Skim/read Chapters 8-9 in the textbook, Computer Storage & Op Sys; 
·	* Do Quiz 8 & 9. 
·	* Do the PC Wish List Assignment.  
·	* Do the Database Assignments.  

In the PC Wish List Assignment, scout out a computer system that you would put on your wish list to buy.  Detail the specifications for it, and add a paragraph justifying why you made this selection of computer.  

There are 3 Database Assignments.  
The 1st Database Assignment (DB1) involves just making tables.  
The 2nd Database Assignment (DB2) involves using a query on those tables.  
The 3rd Database Assignment (DB3) involves making a report on such a query.  

Learning Objectives for this Unit: 
·	To learn the types of computer storage that are available for saving one's work.  (Quiz)
·	To learn about the different types of operating systems used by computers, and what they do.  (Quiz) 
·	To be able to be familiar enough with computer components to create a "wish list" of components for a computer purchase that would be useful to your needs.  
·	How to create tables for a database application.  
·	How to make a query on these tables within the database application.  
·	How to make a report on the query within the database application.  

If you get pushed for time, remember that the Quizzes are most important.  

If you have any questions, feel free to email me at EnglishN@umkc.edu, or attend one of the weekly lab sessions, Mondays at 1pm in SH 104, the PACE PC Lab, with Mike Strong, StrongM@umkc.edu.  

Have a good week...!   :)
 
=================================================

Welcome to Week 8....!   :)

Last week, we became acquainted with computer storage and operating systems, did Quiz 8 & 9, and submitted the Database Assignments.  

This week, we will learn more about communication networks and how they work with computers.  We will also explore how databases work.  We will also learn about computer careers.  

·	* Skim/read Chapter 10-11-12 in the textbook, Nets/DB/Careers; 
·	* Do Quiz 10 & 11 & 12. 
·	* Do the Final Project.  

If you do Power Point for your Final Project (PPt2), you can pick any topic you wish.  If you cannot think of anything, you can always use the default topic of computers.  If you build on your PPt1 Assignment for your Final Project, then you need to go to 20 slides to maximize your points.  

Learning Objectives for this Unit: 
·	To learn of the different ways that databases can be useful.  (Quiz)
·	To learn how computers can be networked together to work together.  (Quiz) 
·	To learn what careers exist for those interested in learning more about computer technology.  (Quiz)  
·	To create a Final Project using one of the software tools learned during the session, by exploring the capabilities of the software above and beyond the homework assignments.  
·	For example, the Power Point Final Project would include images, text animation effects, backgrounds, layouts, transitions, and a larger assortment of slides.   

If you get pushed for time, remember that the Quizzes are most important.  

If you have any questions, feel free to email me at EnglishN@umkc.edu, or attend one of the weekly lab sessions, Mondays at 1pm in SH 104, the PACE PC Lab, with Mike Strong, StrongM@umkc.edu.  

Have a good week...!   :)
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